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OMR is delighted to participate in Estación Material, Vol. 2, in Guadalajara, Mexico, with a presentation that focuses on artists 
translating and transforming different cultural elements and mediums as part of their creative process.

We begin with Sebastian Silva, whose long-standing experience as a filmmaker is evidenced in his expressive canvases, which are 
read as living, moving images. This leads us to Pablo Davila, who uses an intricate process to “print” imageless, digital renderings 
onto his canvases using laser-cutting machines. This process simultaneously translates a moving, digital medium into a still, physical 
object. Similarly, Jorge Méndez Blake transcribes poetry and literary works from their written form into visual compositions where 

deconstruction becomes a means of creation as the characters are spread across a canvas swathed with a flat color.

Furthermore, in Gabriel Rico’s To compound the small differences, the artist transforms photographs taken with the Hubble Telescope 
by splitting them into sections which are then re-composed as if creating new, assumed universes that are finally formed into 

canvases through the traditional Huichol beading technique known as Chaquira. 

We continue with Jose Dávila’s series Orden Discontinuo, which originates from the symbolic visual languages that function within art 
history and Western visual culture, embedded in our collective memories for decades. These pictorial languages are reconfigured as 
contradictory and contrasting relations, taking the correspondence between form and content to its limit. Finally, the work of Eduardo 
Sarabia transforms the imagery of traditional Mexican vases by using them to show scenes of both the legal and illicit exchanges of 

culture and commerce across Mexico’s northern border.





Sebastian Silva
Big check, 2022

Oil on paper
Unframed: 155.4 x 131.5 cm
Framed: 180 x 155 x 5.5 cm

(SSIL 0037)







Sebastian Silva
Happy bday to me, 2022

Oil stick ink, oil crayon, marker, modeling clay on paper
Unframed: 111.7 x 77 cm

Framed: 136 x 101 x 5.5 cm
(SSIL 0035)

Although best known for his work in film, 
Sebastian Silva has spent the majority of his life 
actively drawing and sketching. Inspired by a 
childhood depicting classic cartoons, Silva’s 
large format paintings are an effort to become 
more physical and gestural, embracing the 
sensuality of curved lines and exaggerated 
forms. 

The artist has honed a distinctive style with 
references to abstract expressionism in a 
post-graffiti, internet crazed surrounding. The 
paintings’ demostrate a frantic energy found in 
his compositions, which leaves the viewer with 
a palpable sensation of movement and action, 
drawing from his experience in film.



Phase paintings (the natural flow of forgetting) is a series 
that delves into the notions of time and movement, or 
rather, movement in time. Every painting depicts two 
instances, that when overlapped and translated into 
visual terms generate a third moment of difference, 
interference and disruption. The discrepancy of the 
image is no other than the visibility of the passing of 
time, and along with it, the memory, perception and the 
trace that leaves behind. The image evidences both 
the presence and the absence of a representation 
within the span of a second.





Pablo Dávila
Phase paintings (the natural flow of forgetting), 2022
Laser etching on canvas
129 x 194 cm
(DAV 0024)



Jorge Méndez Blake
Vestigios de lenguaje II / Vestiges of Language II, 2022
Acrylic on linen
152.5 x 122 cm
(JMB 0639)





Jorge Méndez Blake
Proyecto de anfiteatro (Arquitectura de la discusión) / Project for 

Amphitheater (Architecture of Discussion), 2021
Bronze

9 x 31.5 x 18 cm
Edition of 5 plus 1 artist’s proof

(JMB 0628)





Democracy as we know it today, began with the classic 
Greek poets, who wrote about heroes and tragedies in the 
Theater of Dionysus in the hills of the Acropolis of Athens to 
share emotions and provide a sense of community. These 
plays arose universal feelings of solidarity and empathy 
amongst the public, who found themselves crying and 
laughing together, for the same reasons, and this led to 
democracy.

Méndez Blake tries to reconstruct the original place of the 
poet, attempting to restore the original role of a creator 
of tragedy and comedy – and thus, democracy using the 
amphitheater as a symbol of the possibility of listening, 
discussing and living in community.

As in the ancient theaters, we can sit, we can listen, we can 
discuss, we can inhabit our communities.



Jorge Méndez Blake
Sección de anfiteatro (Arquitectura de la discusión) / Amphitheater 
Section (Architecture of Discussion), 2020
Wood, travertine marble, metal
112 x 40 x 40 cm
Edition of 5 plus 1 artist’s proof
(JMB 0540)





Gabriel Rico
To compound the small differences IV, 2022
Beads on wooden board coated with epoxic resin
100 x 100 x 6 cm
Edition of 2, + 1 Artist’s Proof
(GRI 0351)



“I use several photographs of deep space, taken 
by the Hubble telescope in 2004, as a basis for the 
creation of these tableaus in which I suppose new 
configurations by dividing it into quarters and mixing 
them together to suppose new universes through the 
game of recomposition, changing the order of the 
quadrants. The digitization of this image is supposed 
to be the ultimate mecca of consciousness on the 
analogy achieved by the Greek atomist school. 
Specifically it was Democritus who supposed the 
configuration of reality by very small blocks called 
atoms, to which I refer metaphorically with the use 
of small glass spheres with which Manolo Castro 
Montoya “Muwieritemay” - the master artisan who 
produces these works - creates new universal 
compositions through his own interpretation of the 
photograph; in this way, Manolo becomes the creator 
of new universes, possible only by our inability to 
confirm whether they can be or not.”

– Gabriel Rico



Gabriel Rico
To compound the small differences I, 2021

Beads on wooden board coated with epoxic resin
100 x 100 x 6 cm

Edition of 2, + 1 Artist’s Proof
(GRI 0316)



TRANSFIGURATION

An energy inprint coming to the surface
the inner becoming the outer

Another chapter in an ever expanding journey
as we navigate this endless becoming

-Ana Montiel



Ana Montiel
Initiation: Transfiguration (Think That You Are Everywhere 

at Once, on Land, at Sea, in Heaven) 4C, 2022
Acrylic on canvas

150 x 200 cm
(AMO 0080)

This series, part of Stage III: TRANSFIGURATION 
of the artist’s inaugural exhibition with OMR, 
INITIATION, is about continuous transformation, 
praising and magnifying it through the use of 
symbols and perceptual stimuli. It helps us question 
what we know and to stop denying other kinds of 
wisdom. To open ourselves up to other possibilities 
of being without acting condescendingly toward 
what we do not understand, what we do not want to 
see or are terrified to accept.



Exhibition View: Ana Montiel, INITIATION, Stage III: TRANSFIGURATION, OMR, Mexico City (2022).

https://vimeo.com/765099109




“I perceive this moment as an involuntary initiation, 
longer and way more complex than we can perceive. 
At this time, I feel that it is key to stay connected to 
the feeling of humility that comes hand in hand with 
situations of uncertainty... it’s important not to take 
anything for granted and to stay open to changes, from 
a mindframe rooted in empathy and common sense.”

-Ana Montiel



Ana Montiel
AWAKE, AFTER A LIFELONG REVERIE, ONLY TO FIND A 
THRESHOLD THAT UNVEILS MORE UNCERTAINTY, 2, 2022
Acrylic on canvas
150 x 120 cm
(AMO 0066)



Exhibition View: Ana Montiel, INITIATION, Stage II: LIMBO, OMR, Mexico City (2022).





Jose Dávila
Orden Discontinuo, 2020

Silkscreen print on cardboard
72.6 x 62 x 4.5 cm

(JDA 0742)

Jose Dávila’s works on cardboard depict geometric 
compositions that accumulate and blend together, 
generating a certain spontaneous rhythm and a 
sensation of order.  

Previously, Dávila has used cardboard for 
executing a series of “local adaptations” of 
iconic minimalist sculptures; this process can be 
described as a material desacralization, since 
it translates easily-recognizable sculptures into 
generic volumetric presences, as simple patterns 
for occupying space. Cardboard materializes 
these patterns, communicating them from its own 
fragility, symbolic connotations and locality. 





Jose Dávila
Orden Discontinuo, 2020

Silkscreen print on cardboard
73 x 62 x 4.5 cm

(JDA 0743)

With Orden Discontinuo, Dávila takes these 
ruminations into the pictorial field. Different cardboard 
segments are arranged in an almost accidental way; 
the geometric shapes that appear are reminiscent to 
the language of modernist abstraction. With povera 
elements Dávila creates a contradictory modular 
system, the sensation of order is intermittent and is 
interrupted by the material itself; this system does 
not assure the repetition of the formula it illustrates. 
Despite these compositions behave in a modular 
fashion, each of them remains encapsulated within 
its own uncertain condition. 





Eduardo Sarabia
Untitled (Limón de Veracruz), 2022
Hand painted ceramic vase and intervened wooden box
Vase: 50 x 25 x 25 cm / Box: 30 x 60 x 30 cm
(ESAR 0066)



Eduardo Sarabia
Untitled (Berenjenas de Culiacán), 2022
Hand painted ceramic vase and intervened wooden box
Vase: 31 x 19 x 19 cm / Box: 26 x 37 x 25 cm
(ESAR 0065)
12,500 USD



Eduardo Sarabia
Untitled (Camarones de Escuinapa), 2022

Hand painted ceramic vase and intervened wooden box
Vase: 49 x 25 x 25 cm / Box: 31.5 x 55 x 30.5 cm

(ESAR 0064)





Eduardo Sarabia
Untitled (Botanas Sinaloenses), 2022
Hand painted ceramic vase and intervened wooden box
Vase: 53 x 26 x 26 cm / Box: 33 x 59 x 32 cm
(ESAR 0063)





Rodrigo Hernández
Horizonte, 2022

Hand-hammered brass
56 x 31 x 2 cm

(ROH 0005)

Part of a long series entitled Nothing is Solid. 
Nothing can be held in my hand for long, as 
a whole, these pieces represent scenes of 
intimacy or contemplation contained in brief or 
fleeting moments, in which the haptic or tactile 
dimension of the experience stands out. This 
quality of the represented scenes contrasts 
with the material used, which is resistant and 
solid and belongs more to the world of crafts 
and small rural industry than to the world of 
art. These pieces therefore explore a short and 
concise form of narrative (not far removed from 
Japanese haiku), through a technique that 
combines drawing with sculpture and involves 
a high level of manual work.



Exhibition View: Upward Panic (group), OMR, Mexico City (2022).



Rodrigo Hernández
Frente a una ventana, 2022

Hand-hammered brass
56 x 37 x 2 cm

(ROH 0004)





 JOSE DÁVILA
 Guadalajara, Mexico, 1974

 Lives and works in Guadalajara, Mexico

The work of Jose Dávila is the result, on one hand, of taking the resistance of 
both form and material to its limit; and on the other, of the appropriation and 
recontextualization of poignant works of art throughout history, defining them within a 
local and contemporary context.

Jose Dávila’s new paintings are focused on themes that prevail consistently 
throughout his practice; a visual articulation of the force of gravity through precarious 
balance, and a desire to draw attention to historical references that have particular 
meaning for the artist. Expanding upon these two concerns by incorporating the idea 
of circularity, Dávila has created a new vocabulary with which to address themes of 
balance, poetic intuition, and poignant moments in the history of art.

With these works, Dávila reveals the inner dynamics that shape the pictorial gesture: 
leaving brushstrokes and blocks of color in an assumably unpolished state, and 
assembling a composition through the use of various patterns and vinyl paint on 
raw linen. The works juxtapose circular elements appropriated and re-contextualized 
from paintings by artists including Hans Arp, Willys de Castro, Sonia Delaunay and 
Frank Stella, amongst others. These paintings employ a unique procedure linking 
images found throughout art history from the 20th and 21st century, which otherwise 
would not intersect, enabling the viewer to generate personal connections between 
what is seen and what is implied.

Selected Exhibitions: [Upcoming Solo Show] OMR, Mexico City (Nov. 2022); Manifesto of fragility (group), 
Biennale de Lyon, France (2022); Memory of a Telluric Movement, Museum Haus Konstruktiv, Zurich, 
Switzerland (2022); Las piedras saben esperar, Centro Internazionale di Scultura, Peccia, Switzerland 
(2021); Las erupciones son frecuentes, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo Querétaro, Querétaro, México 
(2020); NIRIN (group), 22nd Biennale of Sydney, Sydney, Australia (2020); Directional Energies, Dallas 
Contemporary, Dallas, USA (2020); Pensar como una montaña, Museo Amparo, Puebla, Mexico (2019); 
Walking Through Walls, Gropius Bau, Berlin, Germany (2019); Sueño autosuficiente, Museo Universitario 
del Chopo, Mexico City, Mexico (2019); Somewhere Behind the Eyes, Sammlung Philara, Düsseldorf, 
Germany (2018); Non tutti quelli che vagano sono persi, Museo del Novecento, Florence, Italy (2018); 
Cycles of Collapsing Progress, organised by BEMA: Beirut Museum of Art, Tripoli, Lybia (2018); Mecánica 
de lo inestable, OMR, Mexico City, Mexico (2018); Sense of Place, LAND (Los Angeles Nomadic Division) 
as part of Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA, Los Angeles, USA (2017/18); Die Feder und der Elefant, 
Kunsthalle Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany (2017).

Selected Collections: Centre Pompidou, Paris; Museo Nacional de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid; Stiftung 
für die Hamburger Kunstsammlungen, Hamburg; Allbright Knox Museum, New York; Marciano Art 
Foundation, Los Angeles; Museum Frieder Burda, Baden-Baden; Colección Jumex, Mexico City; Museo 
Amparo, Puebla; Mexico; MUAC: Museo Universitario de Arte Contemporáneo, Mexico City; Fundación 
La Caixa, Madrid; Zabludowicz Collection, London; Pérez Art Museum Miami.



PABLO DÁVILA
 Mexico City, Mexico, 1983

 Lives and works in Mexico City, Mexico

Pablo Dávila’s works are a constant exploration into space and time 
consciousness. Resorting to a minimalist approach, his works are informed 
by science, music, poetry, cognitive sciences, and physical phenomena, to 
delve into notions of perception, the fleeting nature of time, and historical 
interpretations.

The artist's Phase paintings are part of a series that delves into the notions 
of time and movement, or rather, movement in time. Every painting depicts 
two instances that when overlapped and translated into visual terms 
generate a third moment of difference, interference and disruption. The 
discrepancy of the image is no other than the visibility of the passing of 
time, and along with it, the memory, perception and the trace that leaves 
behind. The image evidences both the presence and the absence of a 
representation within the span of a second.

Pablo Dávila’s work has been exhibited at: LagoAlgo, Mexico City; 
josegarcia ,mx, Mexico City; Paul Kasmin gallery, NYC;  FIFI Projects, 
Monterrey, Mexico; Sala Juárez, Guadalajara, Mexico; Cult Exhibitions, 
San Francisco, California; Salón ACME, Mexico City, Mexico; and Museo 
de la Ciudad de México.

Click here to watch Pablo Dávila on MuseoTamayo.org video channel for the 2020 
exhibition Otrxs Mundxs.

Selected Exhibitions: Form Follows Energy (Group), LagoAlgo, Mexico City (2022); Otrxs Mundxs (Group), 
Museo Tamayo, Mexico City (2020); Salon Acme, Edición 8, Mexico City (2020); Sin necesidad de título, 
joségarcía ,mx, Mérida, Mexico (2018); Almost Solid Light: New Work From Mexico (Group); Paula Kasmin, 
New York (2018); C,O,N,T,I,N,U,O C-O-N-E-C-T-A-D-O, Travesia Cuatro, Guadalajara, Mexico (2017); All 
The Horses Share The Same Color, FF Projects, Monterrey, Mexico (2016).

https://vimeo.com/484187424


RODRIGO HERNÁNDEZ
 Mexico City, Mexico, 1983

 Lives and works in Mexico City, Mexico
Hernández’s highly idiosyncratic visual vocabulary invites -in the same manner 
as fiction- the halting of belief and the adoption of imaginative perception. 
Each of his installations is constructed as a rebus of various sources, such as 
poetry, philosophy, narrative, and dreams. The myriad of historical and aesthetic 
references in his work serves not as a statement, but rather as an experiment 
on synthesis, which the viewer navigates through like a cosmos of possibilities. 

Hernández’s paintings, reliefs, sculptures and installations operate like machines 
for flexing the imagination, triggering encounters between imagery and meaning-
making, and between forms and their environments.

Ambivalence and ambiguity are two pervasive characteristics in the work of 
Hernández. Almost everything in his universe oscillates between states, as if 
comfortably inhabiting transience. Between drawing, painting, mural, sculpture 
and installation, his works deliberately seek miscegenation or contamination 
between disciplines. On the other hand, the interests these works put forth are 
also far from univocal or linear. In his universe, art and craft, high culture and 
popular expression, the past and the contemporary, the private and the political, 
the narrative and the elliptical coexist and strengthen one another, in a logic 
which dispenses with hierarchies and makes the law of attraction the only rule of 
the game.

The fleeting scenes depict images of warmth: a hand, a hug, a touch, a body 
that seeks these small acts of affection are central elements of the installation’s 
immersive experience. Using traditional techniques, the artist built a contrast 
between the solidity of the brass sheets and the tenderness of the moments that 
are inscribed on them. The spectator is then invited to follow the narration that 
unfolds from the bas-relief scenes that punctuate the space. Like a caressing 
hand draws an invisible path, the panels suggest a narration to be imagined.

Selected Exhibitions: Upward Panic (group), OMR, Mexico City (2022); El Espejo, Museo Jumex, Mexico 
City (2022); I am a stranger and I am moving (group), Swiss Institute | Off Site, NYC (2022); Anche di Notte, 
p420, Bologna, Italy (2022); El ensamble del ocaso (group), Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Monterrey, 
Mexico (2022); Mon Foulard, Culturgest, Porto, Portugal (2021); What is it that has etched itself into you?, 
Galería Madragoa, Lisbon, Portugal (2021); A Moth to a Flame, SCAD Museum of Art, Savannah, Georgia, 
USA (2021); El oro de los tigres (group), Aire de Paris, Paris (2020); A Complete Unknown, Midway 
Contemporary, Minneapolis, USA (2019); Nightfall (group), Mendes Wood DM, Brussels (2019).



From the beginning of his career, Jorge Méndez Blake has explored the possible 
relations between literature and fine arts. He has developed a large body of 
work with drawings, sound works, sculptures, and videos, always referring to 
the great masters of universal literature, such as William Shakespeare, Jules 
Verne, Franz Kafka, and Jorge Luis Borges, among many others. 

In his work, literature becomes a tool that articulates situations, places, and 
objects where each piece is full of theoretical meanings related to one another. 
The visual results from a dialogue with literature and create complex works 
that provide a specific form that occurs only in the realm of imagination and 
desire.

The presentation includes works from Méndez Blake's series of amphitheaters, 
originally presented in OMR: Nos sentamos, escuchamos, discutimos. With 
the series, Méndez Blake tries to reconstruct the original place of the poet, 
attempting to restore the original role of a creator of tragedy and comedy – 
and thus, democracy using the amphitheater as a symbol of the possibility of 
listening, discussing and living in community.

As in the ancient theaters, we can sit, we can listen, we can discuss, we can 
inhabit our communities.

JORGE MÉNDEZ BLAKE
 Guadalajara, Mexico, 1974

 Lives and works in Guadalajara, Mexico

Selected Projects & Exhibitions: Form Follows Energy (Group Exhibition), OMR in Collaboration 
with joségarcía ,mx, LAGO/ALGO, Mexico City (2022); Nos Sentamos, Escuchamos, Discutimos, 
OMR, Mexico City (2020); MASIN, Culiacán, Sinaloa, Mexico (2019); Dismantling Gorostiza, as part 
of Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA, 1301PE, Los Angeles, USA (2017); Apollinaire’s Misspell and Other 
Calligrams, Meessen De Clercq, Belgium (2017); A Message from the Emperor, Marfa Contemporary, 
USA (2016); Ventana Poniente, OMR, Mexico City (2016); Traslaciones topográficas de la Biblioteca 
Nacional, MUAC (Museo Universitario de Arte Contemporáneo), Mexico City, (2015); Meta Narrativas 
(Arte, diseño y el desarrollo tecnológico); Galería Andrea Pozzo, S,J. Universidad Iberoamericana, 
Museo Franz Mayer, Radio Educación; Mexico City, México (2015); Projects for a possible Literature, 
La Kunsthalle, Mulhouse, France (2015); HIC ET NUNC Sobre paradojas democráticas, MUCA Roma, 
Mexico City (2012); Tutti i libri di Calvino (e altre storie), Museo d’arte Contemporanea Villa Croce, 
Geneva, Italy; Ceboruco, OMR, Mexico City, Mexico (2012); The Constructivist Library, Art Positions, 
Art Basel Miami, USA (2010).

Selected Collections: Sammlung Philara, Düsseldorf, Germany. Colección Jumex, Ciudad de México; 
Colección Televisa, Ciudad de México; Colección López Rocha, Guadalajara; Colección Coppel, 
Sinaloa; Colección Suro, Guadalajara; Colección Ashida, Ciudad de México; Colección Alejandro 
Gómez, Guadalajara; Colección Enrique Guerrero, Ciudad de México; Colección Gilberto Charpenel, 
Guadalajara.



Like an induction into a deep lucid dream of color and infinite possibilities, losing 
yourself in the works of Ana Montiel makes you feel a strong spiritual connection 
with the divinity of being that we find in each of us, an invitation to her mystical and 
empirical universe where science and spirituality flourish in the face of uncertainty, 
where Ana tries to take the pulse of life and understand her own existence.

More than a contemporary artist, Ana acts as a creative guide to the mapping of 
the unconscious, translating auric fields into canvas that manage to capture the 
intangibility of being and consciousness. Her works vibrate and resonate, a blurred 
matter before the eye that envelops you in a powerful sound that is only in your head, 
where the desire to evolve and not remaining still permeates everything.

In a time that has forced us to seclude ourselves inside to return to our center while 
opening an escape window to reality to spend more time dreaming, Ana has spent 
years experimenting with her dream time, training herself to access the oneiric world 
and be able to extract part of her inspiration from there, thus exploring different 
visual and ideological paths around the themes of metaphysics, phenomenology, 
consciousness and impermanence.

“I perceive this moment as an involuntary initiation, longer and way more complex 
than we can perceive. At this time, I feel that it is key to stay connected to the feeling 
of humility that comes hand in hand with situations of uncertainty... it’s important not 
to take anything for granted and to stay open to changes, from a mindframe rooted in 
empathy and common sense”

-Ana Montiel

Selected Exhibitions: INITIATION, OMR, Mexico City (2022); Form Follows Energy (group), LagoAlgo, 
Mexico City (2022); How Rest the Brave (group), Nest, The Hague (2022); Espirito Camminante, Archivo 
Colectivo, Mexico City (2021); Echo, AGO Projects, Mexico City & joségarcía,mx, Mexico City, Mexico 
(2020); Fields Inner Monuments, Aparador Cuchilla, Mexico City (2020); Resistance of the Sleepers, 
UCCA Dune Museum, Beidaihe, China (2020); Polyphonies of Perception (the things we thought we saw 
together), joségarcía,mx, Mexico City (2019); PRIMA MATERIA, Peana Off-Site, Gardiner, USA (2019); 
INNER SUN (Fanum no.1), josegarcia,mx, Merída, Mexico (2019); SECRET 7”, The Jetty at Greenwich 
Peninsula, London (2019); FIELDS, Sala Amós Salvador, Logroño, Spain (2018).

Selected Collections: University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, USA.

ANA MONTIEL
 Logroño, Spain, 1981

 Lives and works in Mexico City, Mexico



Gabriel Rico’s work is developed in a zone in which one object crisscrosses with 
another in the inter-objective configuration space. Starting from his fascination with 
philosophical analogies and scientific disciplines, Rico creates pieces that fragment 
the composition of the contemporary human and evidence the geometric imperfection 
in nature.

Rico is celebrated for an experimental, inventive sculptural practice characterized 
by what he calls “mixing” seemingly disparate objects alongside coded and personal 
visual formulas, equations, and philosophical propositions that explore the remnants 
of the human race, future ruins of our civilization, and 21st century technology. His 
sculptural works reflect on the nature of the materials used to produce them and their 
arrangement in the final composition. Influenced by the sciences that study form and 
space; he considers himself a believer in matter - sometimes using technological 
tools and scientific models as metaphors for our collective memory. Deconstruction 
and recontextualization are methods by which he continues the development of his 
investigation in areas such as knowledge-materializations and the fragility of space.

For some time, Gabriel Rico was looking for a technique that would allow him to 
transfer the aesthetic of some of his sculptures to a two-dimensional format, leading 
him to a traditional technique such as “Nierika” or “Chaquira“. These techniques 
are comprised of images created by spreading beeswax onto wooden boards, and 
pressing in hand-painted yarn or bead designs. 

Selected Exhibitions: HEY, LOOK AT ME! I'M TOTALLY ENTANGLED WITH NOT-ME, Beiqiu Museum 
of Contemporary Art, Nanjing City, China (2022); La inclusión de mi raza, public installation produced 
by Black Cube Museum for the Biennial of the Americas, Denver, USA (2022); when there were more 
donkeys than icosahedrons, Max Goelitz, Munich (2022); La casa que nos inventamos, Contemporary 
Art From Guadalajara (group), Oklahoma Contemporary, Oklahoma City (2022); Unity in Variety, ICA San 
Diego, San Diego, (2021); I May Use An Electric Drill, But I Also Use A Hammer, OMR, Mexico City (2021); 
The Stone, the Branch and the Golden Geometry, Perrotin, Seoul (2019); May You Live in Interesting 
Times, 58th Venice Biennale (2019); The Discipline of the Cave, Aspen Art Museum, Aspen (2019); Cycles 
of Collapsing Progress, organised by BEMA Beirut Museum of Art, Tripoli, Lybia (2018); Mrs. Spring 
Fragrance, Coma Gallery, Sydney (2018); Almost Solid Light: New Work From Mexico, Paul Kasmin, 
New York (2018); Le Sud BB, Hangar J! New Art Center, Marseille, France (2018); Rooftop Playground, 
Michael Fuchs Galerie, Berlin (2018); One Law for the Lion &The Ox is Oppression, Galerie Perrotin, New 
York (2017); PROXIMIDAD, The Power Station, Dallas, (2017); DEAD, DEAD, LIVE, DEAD, Arizona Art 
Museum, Tempe, USA (2017); The Queen Falls, OMR, Mexico City (2017).

Selected Collections: Arizona Art Museum, Tempe, USA; Frans Masereel Centrum, Kasterlee, Belgium; 
Korean Ceramic Foundation, Seoul, South Korea; MASIN Museo de Arte de Sinaloa, Culiacan, Mexico; 
The Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas, USA; Pérez Art Museum Miami, USA ; Voorlinden Museum, 
Wassenaar, Netherlands.

GABRIEL RICO
Lagos de Moreno, Mexico, 1980

 Lives and works in Guadalajara, Mexico



Eduardo Sarabia uses narrative as the raw material in his artwork. The language he 
has developed through the years and his very personal aesthetic code comes from 
his own life experience, but also from a type of fiction that is always accompanied 
by the construction of a story. Born in Los Angeles to Mexican parents, Sarabia’s 
work addresses the cultural impact of social phenomena and is permeated by his 
historical-geographical baggage.

Sarabia’s work has largely been inspired by the independent economies and folk 
history of northern Mexico. He frequently works with the materials favored by 
local craftspeople, using ceramic tiles, hand-woven textiles, and glass to create 
sculptures and installations that address the complex exchanges—social, cultural, 
and material—that occur when this region and its history encounters outsiders. 
Without limiting himself to a critique of the “exoticization” of Mexican culture, 
Sarabia examines the gap separating definitions of taste (and, more bluntly, of 
legality). Mixing romantic visual narratives in regards to illegal matter, fine arts and 
commerce, creating an environment that slips between the oneiric and the openly 
materialistic, Sarabia’s work takes on an important exploration of understanding 
the physical and human consequences of economic forces.

With the presented ceramic works, Sarabia seeks to counteract the mythological 
constructs that operate behind the iconography associated with illegal drug 
trade in Mexico by transforming it into merchandise that may look like souvenirs 
from Mexican aesthetics. The popular imagery that usually inhabits these crafts 
is replaced by the reality of mass media that has installed itself at the level of 
everyday life.

Selected Exhibitions: La casa que nos inventamos, Contemporary Art From Guadalajara (group), 
Oklahoma Contemporary, Oklahoma City (2022); Assembly 1: Unstored (group); Assembly, New 
York (2022); Form Follows Energy (group), LagoAlgo, Mexico City (2022); Desert X 2021 (group) 
Coachella Valley, Palm Springs, USA (2021); Eduardo Sarabia: Como la Flor, Galeria Javier Lopez & 
Fer Frances, Madrid (2021); ReVision: Art in The Americas (group), Denver Art Museum, USA (2020); 
Expediciones, Galería Javier López & Fer Francés, Malaga, Spain (2020); El Toro y Otros Relatos, 
Museo Universitario del Chopo. Mexico City (2019); Intrahistorias, Javier López & Fer Frances Gallery, 
Madrid (2019); Good Moves (group), The Power Station, Dallas, USA (2019); Reason Gives No 
Answers: Selected Works from the Collection (group), Newport Street Gallery, London, (2019); Condo 
2018: Maureen Paley hosting joségarcia ,mx, Maureen Paley, London (2018); Drifting on a Dream, The 
Mistake Room, Los Angeles (2017); Dream of a broken memory, joségarcía ,mx, Mexico City (2017); 
SABER ACOMODAR. ART AND WORKSHOPS OF JALISCO 1915 - NOW (group), MCA Denver, USA 
(2017); Plumed Serpent and Other Parties, Museo Tamayo, Mexico City (2016).

EDUARDO SARABIA
Los Angeles, USA, 1976

 Lives and works in Guadalajara, Mexico



Although best known for his work in film, Sebastian Silva has spent the 
majority of his life actively drawing and sketching. Inspired by a childhood 
depicting classic cartoons, Silva’s large format paintings are an effort to 
become more physical and gestural, embracing the sensuality of curved lines 
and exaggerated forms. 

In 2021, Silva had his first solo exhibition with OMR in the gallery’s emergent 
artist space: Bodega OMR. Titled The Elephant in the Room, the show 
signaled the filmmaker’s move into the public eye as a visual artist, by showing 
a series of paintings and drawings marked by a distinctive abstracted style.  

With the presentation, Silva launched his first publication “Sebastian, The 
Woman: An Autobiography.” Published in a limited number of 200 copies, 
the small book is a culmination of highly personal writings and collected 
images as a sincere autobiographical introduction. Compiled from notes and 
scribblings that Silva had amassed over the course of years, the texts come 
from deep within, sometimes from those dark places and spaces, written 
from bed with a pen and pad, “después de una fiesta, después de follar, 
de llorar...” The words are raw and at times striking in their bluntness - the 
perfect accompaniment to his paintings.

Silva’s films have received international acclaim, including winning the Grand 
Jury Prize, World Cinema Dramatic at the 2009 Sundance Film Festival, and 
a nomination for Best Foreign Language Film at the 2010 Golden Globes 
Awards.

Selected Exhibitions and Projects: Salón (Group Presentation), LagoAlgo, Mexico City (2022); Ritual 
Being (Group Exhibition), Ryan Lee Gallery, New York City (2022); The Elephant in the Room, Bodega 
OMR, Mexico City (2021).

SEBASTIAN SILVA
Santiago de Chile, Chile, 1979

 Lives and works in Mexico City, Mexico
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